
Transformational Research
(high risk/high reward)

• Regular proposals
– Ad hoc review

– Panel discussion 
• Program director

• Division director

– Division level 
• $2M set aside

• Separate coding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ad hoc reviewers asked to consider whether research is transformationalProgram Directors and Division Directors discuss (with panels0 the need to identify high risk/high reward projectsIn FY2010, OPP Division Directors set aside $2M per division specifically for transformational researchOPP proposals that are high risk/high reward are now identified in the electronic system which allows further tracking



Transformational Research
(high risk/high reward)

• EaGER
– Accepted at any time

– Option for ad hoc or panel review

– Option to decline if assessment of “risk” is not 
consistent with EaGER intent

• RAPID
– Event‐driven (transformational element not 
required)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EAGER proposals are accepted at any time and can be reviewed internally or externallyProgram managers have used external review to identify cases where merit is high but risk is not - a double-edged swordRAPID is intended for fast distribution of award funds related to an event.  May or may not be a transformational element.



NSF Concerns

• How can success/funding rate be increased?

• Churn – multiple resubmissions of fundable 
proposals

• Size of awards

• Challenges for interdisciplinary, risky, and 
transformative proposals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuation of discussion begun at last OACRelated to broader NSF concerns



The Review Process

• Sustainability of the process with increasing 
proposal numbers

• Many programs are going to panel‐only review –
this is a challenge for an interdisciplinary program

• Programs use other ways to limit submission
– Limit number of proposals from individuals or 
institutions

– Pre‐proposals followed by invitation‐only proposals

– Prohibit resubmission for a finite period of time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides the concerns from the last slide, maintenance of the integrity of the review process is also a concern.In ARC, we request 6-10 reviews in order to get 3; we contact 3 – 4 times the number of needed panelists to fill a panel; this year, we needed to hold a telephone panel.Some programs are seeking ways to minimize the number of submissions.



Number of Competitions

• Tensions
– Budget 

– Community 

– Review quality

– Funding rate

– Timeliness

– Logistics

– Turnaround

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the Office we support multiple funding opportunities with deadline spread across the calendar year.EaGER and RAPID.Anyone can submit to the GPG, but the PO can hold these until the next review cycle or treat them out of cycle at his/her discretion.There are opportunities for cross-Foundation, cross-division, and co-review.  You have a list of some in which OPP has participated in the past 2 years. You also have a list of examples of other programs with which our POs co-review polar proposals, each of which has one or more deadlines across the calendar.Both sides now use 1 deadline per year, although ARC used to use two. We went to one competition for well-considered reasons and added panel review.Another model is that parts of AGS use no deadlines, but accept proposals at any time.We are discussing numerous models for our core programs.  You have a spreadsheet before you comparing a few of the pros and cons of 1, 2, or no deadlines per year. 



Questions

• Are current opportunities appropriate and 
adequate?

• Are PIs sufficiently aware of these 
opportunities?  If not, what can we do to 
help?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will continue to discuss deadline options internally.  To enhance those discussions, we solicit your input.  To begin the discussion, we propose two questions.



Timelines
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